Cytidine deaminases have important roles in the regulation of nucleoside/deoxynucleoside pools for DNA and RNA synthesis. The APOBEC family of cytidine deaminases (named after the first member of the family that was described, Apolipoprotein B mRNA Editing Catalytic Subunit 1, also known as APOBEC1 or A1) is a fascinating group of mutagenic proteins that use RNA and single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) as substrates for their cytidine or deoxycytidine deaminase activities. APOBEC proteins and base-modification nucleic acid editing have been the subject of numerous publications, reviews, and speculation. These proteins play diverse roles in host cell defense, protecting cells from invading genetic material, enabling the acquired immune response to antigens and changing protein expression at the level of the genetic code in mRNA or DNA. The amazing power these proteins have for interphase cell functions relies on structural and biochemical properties that are beginning to be understood. 
INTRODUCTION

T
he Apolipoprotein B mRNA editing catalytic subunit (APOBEC) family consists of cytidine deaminases (CDAs) and is a subset of a much larger group of enzymes known to produce modifications of nucleosides/nucleotides and nucleic acids. They are collectively referred to as the RNA and DNA modification enzymes (for a comprehensive listing of enzymes and functions see Ref 1) . Cytidine deamination involves a nucleophilic hydrolytic displacement of an amino group at the fourth position of the pyrimidine ring by a hydroxyl group donated from water, which produces a transition of a cytidine or deoxyctyidine to uridine or deoxyuridine. The zinc-dependent catalytic domain (ZDD) of the APOBEC proteins is structurally and functionally similar to that found in CDAs that use free nucleosides and nucleotides as substrates. 2, 3 The intriguing characteristic of APOBEC CDAs is that they identify their cytidine base substrates with remarkable preference within the context of RNA or ssDNA polynucleotides. [4] [5] [6] Consequently, not all cytidines or deoxycytidines within a strand of nucleic acid are modified. Moreover, there is cellular regulation at the level of a given population of nucleic acids such that the sites of preferred modification, known as 'hot spots', are not always 100% modified within the population (referred to as the editing efficiency). Regulation of sequence targeting and editing efficiency is determined by diverse mechanisms, including developmental, hormonal, and metabolic regulation of APOBEC gene expression and protein post-translational modification, subcellular compartmentalization of APOBEC proteins, APOBEC binding to cofactors and targeted protein degradation. [7] [8] [9] Each member of the APOBEC family may be subjected to one or more of these control points, which will determine not only their functionality but also the tissues and the physiological circumstances during which their activity is called into service.
This review considers the APOBEC family from the foundation established by (1) research on A1 as an RNA editing enzyme in lipoprotein metabolism, 10,11 (2) the high-paced rush to discovery following the description of the indispensible role of activation-induced deaminase (AID) as a ssDNA mutation enzyme in immunoglobulin gene diversification 12 and (3) the anti-retroviral, host-defense function of the ssDNA mutational activity of A3G on HIV-1 (human immunodeficiency virus type 1) during reverse transcription. 13 The review examines the major unanswered questions in the field and what is known to differentiate the activities of APOBEC proteins with special attention paid to the role of RNA in these processes.
APOBEC1 (A1) THE RNA EDITING ENZYME
Comprehensive reviews have been written on A1 and the role this enzyme has in editing apolipoprotein B (ApoB) mRNA and the overall role editing has in lipoprotein particle assembly, secretion from liver and the small intestine and lipid metabolism. 14,15 Editing of the ApoB mRNA provided the first example of deaminase-dependent C to U base modification, a discovery that predates any descriptions of the APOBEC gene family. 10, 11, 16 (Figure 1 ). The discovery of A1 itself 17 was a difficult task, as this enzyme alone had little to no RNA editing activity and a low affinity for binding to RNA.
18 Biochemical evidence suggested a macromolecular complex, or editosome, was required for site-specific mRNA editing. 19 This hypothesis was controversial until the RNA-binding protein A1CF (A1 complementation factor, also known as ACF) was discovered 20,21 as the auxiliary protein that enabled A1-dependent, site-specific C to U editing. A1CF functions by binding to a conserved RNA motif, the mooring sequence, 22, 23 and recruiting A1 to the editing site.
24-26 A1 and A1CF knockout mouse models revealed that A1CF was required for embryogenesis, whereas A1 was not an essential gene, 27, 28 suggesting that A1CF is required for other processes. The function of A1 and A1CF can be modulated by the expression of RNA spliced variants [29] [30] [31] [32] as well as through metabolic regulation of protein post-translational modification that determines the subcellular localization of A1 and A1CF, editosome assembly and editing activity.
33-35
The A1CF mooring sequence is positioned 3 ′ of the edited C within a tripartite motif that also includes AU-rich enhancer and spacer sequences located immediately 5
′ and 3 ′ of the C, respectively. 14 Using this information, the mRNA encoding the human oncogene neurofibromin (NF1) was identified as an mRNA that was C to U edited. 36 The resulting stop codon truncated NF1, leading to a loss of its Ras regulatory domain. Transcriptome-wide RNA sequencing showed that numerous C to U editing events occurred within the 3 ′ UTR (untranslated region) of diverse mRNAs, nearly all of which have 3 ′ proximal mooring sequences. 37 Overexpression of A1 led to promiscuous (multiple sites in the same mRNA) and hyper-editing (multiple mRNAs) that can lead to neoplasia in rodents. [38] [39] [40] A1-dependent RNA editing also has been described as restricting endogenous retroviral elements 41 and HIV. 42 However, independent of editing, A1 binding to AU-rich mooring and 3 ′ UTR sequences may regulate mRNA stability 37, 43 and restrict the mobility of LINE-1 elements.
41 A1 and A1CF binding to mRNAs may regulate protein expression through changes in RNA stability and inhibition of nonsense codon-mediated decay.
28, [44] [45] [46] How many RNAs are affected by A1 and A1CF and the mechanisms whereby they affect diversity in the transcriptome and proteome remain as open questions.
In addition to its role in RNA biology, A1 also may bind to ssDNA within transcribed regions of genes where it deaminates dC to dU, apparently without the need for an A1CF-like auxiliary protein. 5 When expressed in Escherichia coli, A1 is a potent mutagen and has a significantly higher DNA mutagenic activity than other members of the APOBEC family.
5,47 A1 ssDNA editing has been observed on herpes 48 and hepatitis 49 viral genomes and has been proposed to function as a host cell restriction factor. Although editing of mammalian chromosomal DNA by A1 has yet to be described, another member of the APOBEC family, activation induced cytidine deaminase (AID), primarily functions in mutating ssDNA within the transcribed regions of the immunoglobulin locus of B cells. 50 AID ssDNA editing enables antibody diversification through the generation of new antibody variable regions (somatic hypermutation) and heavy chain switching (class switch recombination). Tight control over AID expression and its nuclear import are among the many mechanisms whereby cells subvert AID promiscuous activity at other sites within the genome. 7, [51] [52] [53] In contrast, A1 and A1CF expression are constitutive and they shuttle from the cytoplasm to the nucleus as part of normal cell physiology. 34, 35, 54, 55 The question of how cells control A1 selection for cellular RNA over ssDNA as substrates and mitigate the oncogenic potential of A1 has never been addressed.
THE APOBEC FAMILY ssDNA Deaminase Activity
The APOBEC3 (A3) proteins (A3A-A3H) share common features with A1 ( Figure 1 ). The preferred substrate for A3 deaminases is deoxycytidine in ssDNA. It was known for some time that certain T cell lines could restrict HIV infection when the HIV protein viral infectivity factor (Vif) was not expressed (these cell lines were termed nonpermissive). 56, 57 Heterokaryons between permissive and nonpermissive cells demonstrated that the latter expressed a viral restriction factor that was overcome by Vif. 58, 59 Sheehy et al. utilized subtractive hybridization with two nearly isogenic cell lines, with one being permissive and the other nonpermissive, to identify A3G as the Vif-sensitive anti-HIV factor (originally called CEM15). 13 Permissive cells did not express A3G but introducing its cDNA into these cells was sufficient to render them nonpermissive. 13 A3G incorporates with nascent viral particles and, upon infection, binds to newly synthesized HIV reverse transcripts (negative strand) and deaminates dC in hotspots (hypermutation). [60] [61] [62] [63] This antiviral mechanism also was shown for A3B, A3C (for simian immunodeficiency virus, SIV), A3DE, A3F, and A3H (for HIV). 42, 64 Although the C-terminal catalytic domain confers A3G deaminase activity, its antiviral deoxycytidine deaminase activity requires both domains. 16 Although the A3 proteins use ssDNA substrates, they have different selectivities for the cis-acting sequences or structural context of the targeted deoxycytidine without an apparent requirement for trans-acting factors. 71 For example, A3F targets dC residues that have dT 5
′ to the edited dC, while A3G prefers dC residues just 5 ′ of the editing site. 72 A3G and A3F dC to dU edited nucleotides are clustered within regions of the ssDNA that are distinct from (PDB 3IR2) at 2.25 Å resolution 73 and (b) the C-terminal Z-2 type CDA of A3F (PDB 4IOU) at 2.75 Å resolution. 74 The supersecondary structural element (green) is shown embedded within the core CDA fold, comprising the five-stranded, mixed -sheet surrounded by six -helices, typical of the A3 family. Sidechains of the conserved zinc-binding residues and proton-shuttling glutamic acid are illustrated in red and orange, respectively. The catalytic zinc ion is represented as a purple sphere. The additional non-catalytic zinc ion present in the A3G structure is represented by the yellow sphere; it is coordinated by four residues, two from each of adjacent subunits within the crystal and may be an artifact due to crystal packing. The 2 bulge between 2 and 2 ′ is present in the structure of the Z1-type CDA of the A3G C-terminal CDA (a), but is noticeably absent from the Z2-type CDA of the A3F C-terminal CDA (b).
other APOBEC family members. 5 In addition to ssDNA binding, some A3 proteins are capable of binding to RNA, although they do not utilize it as a substrate for deaminase activity (see section on Further Reading).
Common and Distinctive Structures of Deaminases
The APOBEC protein family is part of a larger CDA superfamily that also includes enzymes involved in pyrimidine metabolism that act on free nucleosides, as well as adenosine deaminases that act on tRNA (ADATs) and mRNA (ADARs). 2, 3 The distinguishing feature of CDA family members is the evolutionarily conserved ZDD motif [(H/C)xEx(25-30)PCx n C] ( Figure 2) . 75, 76 While cytidine and adenosine deaminases have no global sequence similarities, the conservation of their ZDD motifs suggests a common ancestor. A catalytic zinc ion is coordinated by the three C (or H) residues of the motif and by an activating water molecule that performs a hydrolytic attack on the C4 amine of the substrate cytidine or deoxycytidine. The glutamic acid acts as a proton shuttle during catalysis, while the proline directs the orientation of adjacent conserved residues through its conformational constriction. The catalytic mechanism of deamination is conserved throughout the CDA family and is described in detail for the E. coli CDA in Ref 3.
The conserved residues of the ZDD motif are located at adjacent N-terminal ends of two -helices in an supersecondary structural feature that is embedded within the core CDA fold. This fold comprises a five-stranded, mixed -sheet surrounded by three to six -helices ( Figure 2 ). CDAs that act on free nucleotides have three to five -helices, while structures of APOBECs (discussed below) are embellished with a total of six -helices, a defining feature of the family. In general, subtle structural variations of the CDA domain, including the number and spatial arrangement of helices, the topological order of secondary structural elements, and in particular, the orientation of strand 5, directly impact substrate selection. These structural variations define clades within the CDA family and shed light on the evolutionary relation among family members. The structural and topological variation of the CDA family has been expertly reviewed. 3 Notably, several A3 proteins (B, DE, F, and G) have two ZDD motifs (and presumably, two CDA domains) in tandem on the same polypeptide, a feature unique among all CDA members ( Figure 1 ).
High-resolution structures of APOBEC proteins have not been as forthcoming as those of the free nucleotide CDAs. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) solution structures or X-ray crystal structures of the single CDA domain A2, 77, 78 Regions of positively charged and hydrophobic residues surrounding the zinc-centered active site are common to, but vary in extent among, the structures of the A3 proteins. These patches likely function to neutralize the negatively charged backbone during nucleic acid binding and base stack with nucleic acid substrate, respectively. Several NMR chemical shift perturbations implicated numerous residues in surface grooves adjacent to the active sites of A3G (C-terminal CDA) and A3A for binding a variety of ssDNA substrates. 81, 82 However, these models are not consistent with one another, leaving the mode of nucleic acid binding ambiguous. Subtle differences in the length of secondary structural elements and loop regions, deletions/insertions of residues, and specific residues near the active site are likely the primary discriminators for sequence preference, substrate binding affinity and catalytic rate among the A3 family members. For example, differences in the loop between 4 and 4 of the conserved CDA may determine the nucleotide sequence preference surrounding the hot-spot motifs among A3s and other APOBECs 74, 83 (see also section on Further Reading).
Oligomerization is a hallmark of CDA members that act on free nucleotides and is necessary for catalytic activity. Some CDA proteins, such as the yeast cytidine deaminase (Cdd1), form compact tetramers, burying large amounts of surface area at subunit interfaces. 84 Each subunit's active site requires trans-acting (functional groups) elements from adjacent subunits. Other family members, such as the cytosine, guanine, and deoxycytidylate deaminases, form active sites through either domain swapping or subunit trans-complementation within dimers. 3 TadA, a tRNA adenosine deaminase, binds the single-stranded anticodon loop of tRNA Arg2 and is an obligate dimer for adenosine deamination.
A1 and AID multimerization has been suggested, 70, 85, 86 however, no structural models have been solved for these proteins. In contrast, purified A2 is monomeric in solution over a broad concentration range as demonstrated by SEC-MALS and heteronuclear NOE analysis by NMR. 77 The single CDA domain proteins, A3A and A3C, are also monomeric. However, the oligomeric state of the dual-deaminase domain A3s is more complicated. Biophysical analyses of purified A3G using analytical ultracentrifugation, 68 SEC-MALS, 87 and atomic force microscopy 88, 89 have revealed that while a distribution of oligomeric states (monomers, dimers, tetramers and even higher order oligomers) exist in solution, the dimeric form predominates. Models of dimeric A3G from small angle X-ray scattering 67 and hydrodynamic analyses 68 have revealed elongated molecular envelopes, consistent with an end-to-end quaternary structure in which CDA subunit interactions are minimized. An end-to-end elongated dimeric A3G is consistent with in vivo fluorescence-quenching resonance energy transfer (FqRET) experiments that show the C-terminal CDA domain residues 209-336 of A3G are necessary and sufficient for oligomerization. 69 Protein-protein chemical cross-linking of native gel complexes suggested that A3G binds ssDNA as a dimer and must further oligomerize to tetramers before deaminase activity is observed. 16, 65 In contrast, A3G mutations that ablate oligomerization were shown to retain catalytic activity. 87, 90 The specificities of substrate binding will likely only be fully resolved with a crystal structure of full-length A3G bound to a ssDNA substrate. This is critically important for the dual-deaminase domain A3G, in which the non-catalytic N-terminal CDA is believed to both promote deaminase activity and modulate substrate binding as demonstrated by higher binding affinities of full-length A3G 91, 92 compared with its C-terminal-half. 81, 82 However, an N-terminal mode of oligomerization has also been suggested 87 that may be bridged by RNA. 93 RNA binding to the N-terminus of A3G can be inhibitory to its deaminase activity [94] [95] [96] as will be described below.
The Gene Expansion and Diversification Hypothesis
CDAs acting on free bases, nucleotides and nucelosides involved in pyrimidine salvage pathways have ancient origins and are found in all orders of life. Interestingly, although acting on pyrimidine bases within nucleic acid substrates, the APOBEC family appears to have evolved from an early ancestor of purine metabolism enzymes, namely an ADAT, which binds and edits an adenosine within the single-stranded anticodon loop of tRNA. The implication of this origin is that it may be easier for a nucleic acid binding enzyme to evolve selection from a purine to a pyrimidine than for a CDA acting on free nucleotides to evolve nucleic acid binding activity as is hypothesized in the recent review by Conticello. 97 The most ancestral of the APOBECs is thought to be AID and its appearance is concurrent with that of vertebrates and the inception of the adaptive immune system. Supporting this contention, homologs of AID also are found within cartilaginous fish 75, 76 and jawless vertebrates, 98 which respectively, have and do not have AID immunoglobulin gene targets. A2 99 and A4, 100 located on different chromosomes than AID, are thought to have originated from retrotranspositional events involving AID, 76 while A1 75 and two A3 family progenitors 16 likely evolved from sequential duplications of the AID gene. The A3 family of proteins is found exclusively in placental mammals and this family has expanded to varying degrees within different lineages.
The expansion of the A3 gene family is thought to have occurred primarily through gene duplication, fusion, and possibly deletion. 94 A3 genes comprise either one or two CDA domains; each CDA domain has been subclassified as Z1, Z2, or Z3 types based on additional conserved residues proximal to the zinc-binding residues of the ZDD motif 75 ( Figure 1 ). The differences among Z-type CDA domains are indicative of their evolutionary relatedness, but also have structural and functional consequences. The dual-deaminase domain A3s are composed of either two tandem Z2 domains or tandem Z1-and Z2-type domains. As was reviewed in Ref 75, mice code for a single A3 gene, while pigs have two A3 genes, the artiodactyls have three, cats have four, horses have six and primates (including humans) have seven. This differential expansion of the A3 gene family in mammals is thought to have occurred under positive selection in response to species-specific pressure from both endogenous and exogenous retroviral elements, including the lentivirus family of retroviruses which infect humans 97 (see below).
THE NON-SUBSTRATE ROLES FOR APOBEC RNA BINDING Endogenous Retroviral-Like Element RNA
The ability of endogenous retroelements to insert themselves into random locations in the genome can lead to genomic instability and disease. 101 There are three major types of retroelements: (1) long-terminal repeat (LTR-) and non-LTR-based endogenous retroelements, (2) autonomous long interspersed nuclear elements (LINEs), and (3) non-autonomous short interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs). LINEs are autonomous because they code for everything needed to reverse transcribe and reinsert their sequence into another location within the cell's genome. On the other hand, SINEs are non-autonomous because they must hijack the proteins encoded in LINEs for reverse transcription and genomic reinsertion of their sequence. 101 Interestingly, A3G inhibits SINE retrotransposition (i.e., Alu and hY) by sequestering these RNAs as ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes (described below). This deaminase-independent mechanism of A3G stands in contrast to its well-established deaminase-dependent hypermutation mechanism against exogenous retroviruses. 94, 95 Furthermore, this mechanism is consistent with the RNA-associated inactivation of catalytic A3G and the localization of A3G within the cytoplasm. [94] [95] [96] Moreover, A3G also promotes dissociation of miRNA-targeted mRNA from P bodies, thus allowing for translation of these mRNAs. 102 Collectively, these data support a model whereby the molecular switch controlling A3:RNA interactions affects the oligomeric state and/or localization of A3 proteins, thus influencing both cellular and viral factors.
Various retroelement reporter assays revealed that A3G and A3F inhibited LTR-based endogenous retroviruses (i.e., IAP, Mus-D, and Ty1). 103, 104 Hypermutations were detected in these sequences 103, 104 as well as a reduced number of reverse transcripts, 103 consistent with the known A3G mechanism on exogenous retroviruses (Table 1) . LTR-based retroelements are reverse transcribed in the cytoplasm, where A3G can hypermutate ssDNA and block RT of active retroelements. 103 Conversely, LINEs and trans-dependent SINEs are reverse transcribed in the nucleus. Restricted to the cytoplasm, A3G does not have access to the nuclear site of reverse transcription for this class of retroelements. 94, 105 However, A3G sequesters these RNAs in the cytoplasm to prevent them from being reverse transcribed in the nucleus (Table 1) . Subcellular localization and deaminase-dependent and -independent activities by other A3s on retroelements also have been characterized. All human A3s inhibit LTR, LINE-1, and/or Alu retrotransposition [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] (Table 1 ). A3B and A3F are able to block LTR-based retroelements through hypermutation and non-LTR retroelements through RNA binding alone 103, [108] [109] [110] (Table 1) . A3A may directly inhibit nuclear reverse transcription of both LTR and non-LTR retroelements, but hypermutation was not detected in LTR retroelements despite the requirement for an intact active site. 106 A3A and A3C do not induce hypermutation in their restriction of LINE1 retrotransposons, 105 rather, A3C requires dimerization and RNA binding to ORF1-p of LINE1, suggesting a mechanism of RNA sequestration similar to that of A3G and a block to reverse transcription in the nucleus 111 (Table 1 ). A3H is located in both the nucleus and cytoplasm and is active against LINEs and SINEs but its weak interaction with Alu RNA suggests that it does not sequester RNA.
110 A3DE antiviral activity seems to be related to A3G and A3F but has weaker effects on non-LTR retroelements (LTR retroelements have not been tested to date) 64, 109, 110 (Table 1) . The expansion of A3s in primates correlates well with the decreased presence of active retroelements in humans. 101 There are seven A3s in humans and the only currently active retroelements in humans are non-LTR-based retroelements (i.e., LINEs and SINEs). Mice have only one A3 protein and their genomes contain active LTR-based and non-LTR-based retroelements. 101, 103 Moreover, mice carry 50-60 times more active LINE retroelements in their genomes than humans and the proportion of LINE causing disease is 35% greater in mice compared with humans. 101 As with A1, A2 and AID, up-regulation of nuclear A3A, A3B, and A3C deaminases may become genotoxic and pose a risk of inducing cancer. 112, 113 An open question in the field is what determines A3 expression levels and regulates restriction of their activities to different mobile genetic elements?
RNA as an Allosteric Modulator of ssDNA Deaminase Activity
Some of the A3 proteins have differential cellular localization dependent on cell cycle stage. 9 A3A, A3C, and A3H each become uniformly localized throughout the cell during telophase; A3B translocates to the nucleus after mitosis, and A3DE, A3F, and A3G remain cytoplasmic throughout the cell cycle and do not have access to host DNA 108, 114, 115 (Table 1 ). In the cytoplasm, A3G is associated with RNA and proteins as large (megaDalton-sized) RNP complexes. RNA binding is mediated through the N-terminal half of A3G as shown in Figure 3 (see section on Further Reading). In this RNA-bound form, A3G is enzymatically inactive, although this can be reversed in vitro by reversion to a lower molecular weight complex through RNase treatment. 116 Aggregation of A3G also has been observed in vivo where low molecular weight A3G in resting nonproliferating CD4 T cells formed RNP complexes upon cytokine and mitogen activation of these cells. 116, 117 Interest in this finding stemmed from the knowledge that resting T cells are resistant to HIV infection, whereas proliferating T cells are not. This phenomenon is not cell-type specific, as freshly isolated monocytes are resistant to HIV infection and express the enzymatically active form of A3G, while differentiation into macrophages with cytokines causes the formation of A3G-RNP and allows for active HIV infection and replication. 118 Tandem affinity purification and mass spectrometry (MS) identified more than 90 proteins that are associated with A3G-RNP complexes. A large proportion of these proteins, like A3G, are RNA-binding proteins and they are bridged to A3G via association with a common RNA. A3G-RNP complexes are largely found in P bodies and stress granules, which are cytoplasmic complexes involved in RNA function, metabolism and stability. 94, 119 A3G-RNA complexes are unable to bind or deaminate ssDNA substrates in vitro, as RNA has been shown to displace ssDNA from A3G. 96 These data suggest that additional cellular proteins do not inhibit A3G-RNP activity but, rather, RNA binding to A3G alone is inhibitory. It has been suggested that once A3G assembles as a cellular RNP, it cannot be packaged into virions and, therefore, does not contribute to anti-lentiviral activity. 120 During studies to identify the preferred substrate for AID, it was shown that this protein was also inhibited by RNA. 121 This suggests a possible role for RNA in regulating AID activity. Studies in both mouse and Xenopus laevis embryos have demonstrated expression of AID prior to the appearance of mature B cells, indicating a role for this protein in embryogenesis. 122, 123 Considering the tumorigenic potential of AID, it is tempting to speculate that AID activity in these tissues is regulated by an inhibitory RNA(s), although this has not been studied. In contrast to A3G, AID functions to initiate demethylation of methyl-cytosines (meC) through its deaminase activity. 124 This can result in two outcomes: (1) deamination of meC that is not repaired will lead to a meC → T transition or (2) base excision repair will remove the T residue, which will be replaced with an unmethylated C. 124 AID is highly expressed in oocytes and primordial germ cells (PGCs) that undergo epigenetic programming (in which DNA methylation plays a significant role), where they are colocalized within a cluster of pluripotency genes (reviewed in Ref 125) . In PGCs lacking AID, there was a significant increase in meC levels, leading to a plausible function for AID in germline methylation erasure. 125 In addition to a role in development, AID's activity on meC residues has also been implicated in tumorigenesis. It had been demonstrated that ectopic expression of AID in mice could lead to cancer. 126 Furthermore, many dC mutations within oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes in human tissue have been discovered within the context of the preferred target sequence for AID-induced meC deamination, AG me CG, 124 suggesting a role for AID in cancer regulation. 71 In an assay to determine the prevalence of AID meC deamination in colorectal cancer, it was found that 75% of all CpG mutations occurred in the context of this preferred AID target sequence. 124 This is a 25-fold enrichment over the expected frequency of random CpG mutations giving rise to a stop codon, suggesting misregulation of AID activity. Although not as thoroughly studied, A2 also functions early in development, having a role in bilateral axis orientation during embryogenesis. 127 As demethylation is dependent on AID deaminase activity, it is possible that RNA binding to AID also regulates this process. However, this is most likely not the case for A2 as its preferred substrate is RNA. 128 Since both AID and A2 have been shown to be tumorigenic, the study of RNA inhibition of AID and RNA editing by A2 represent an interesting new focus.
RNAs Assisting Lentivirus Packaging of APOBEC
While RNA-mediated A3G complexes are inactive for editing, binding of A3G to specific RNAs is important for its incorporation into viral particles. Pulse-chase experiments showed that shortly after A3G was translated, there was a 30-90 min window before it was recruited into RNP complexes. 120 This newly synthesized A3G was preferentially encapsidated into virions. 120 Although A3G has the ability to bind RNAs nonselectively to form RNP complexes (described above), several studies have shown that A3G (and A3F) can select for specific cellular RNAs, such as 7SL and viral genomic RNA, that become incorporated with A3G in viral particles. 129, 130 The N-terminal domain of A3G and A3G-viral RNA interactions facilitate the association of A3G with the nucleocapsid (NC) region of HIV-1 Gag, a requirement for A3G viral packaging 131 ( Figure 3 ). A3G-RNA complexes in viral particles are catalytically inactive until viral genomic RNA is removed by RNaseH subsequent to reverse transcription. 120 RNA binding also contributes deaminaseindependent antiviral activities linked to A3G. 132 These activities include inhibition of tRNA lys3 priming of first strand synthesis, 133 strand transfer activity, 134 reverse transcript elongation, 135 and inhibition of double stranded proviral DNA integration. 134, 136 A3C also is incorporated into HIV particles and although it does not associate with 7SL RNA or HIV NC, it does interact with the matrix (MA) region of HIV Gag in what may be a 5.8S RNA-dependent manner. 137, 138 Overall, selective RNA interactions of A3 family members are crucial for their recruitment into virions and antiviral activity.
SUMMARY
APOBEC is a family of DNA mutagenic enzymes that display either ssDNA or RNA editing activity. The discoveries of AID and A3G ssDNA deaminases answered long-standing questions of the mechanisms for immunoglobulin gene diversification and lentiviral host cell restriction, respectively. The fact that many of the APOBEC proteins have retained their ability to bind RNA while only using ssDNA as substrate for deamination suggests a biological function that we do not fully appreciate. At the moment, we understand that A3 proteins bind to retroviral RNAs to inhibit their expression and function. We also know that RNAs of a wide range of sequence bind to A3G, A3F, and AID, resulting in inhibition of ssDNA deaminase function and, hence, regulation APOBEC biological activities. The biological advantage of binding (and regulation by) RNA is not clear. This is most evident for A3 proteins, which bind HIV genomic RNA for incorporation into nascent viral particles (a part of the antiviral mechanism) and yet, upon binding RNA in cells or in viral particles, their antiviral deaminase activity is inactivated. Why do A3s not edit viral RNA and instead wait until after infection for reverse transcriptase to make viral cDNA?
There remain many open questions regarding APOBEC structure that must be addressed before we will be able to understand how RNA and ssDNA are bound, the basis for substrate selectivity and the mechanism whereby RNA binding inhibits ssDNA deaminase activity. Progress has been made in crystallizing some APOBEC members, however, crystallization of A3G requires removal of the N-terminal RNA-binding domain. While structural information of the C-terminal half has provided some information, the fact remains that the C-terminal half of A3G requires the N-terminal half for full catalytic activity. In addition to RNA binding, Vif and Gag only bind to the N-terminal half. Given this, it is likely that the structure of the N-terminal half of A3G will have distinctive features that differentiate it from that of the C-terminal half. Biophysical approaches are critical for assessing how A3 enzymes bind, but do not edit, RNA and will likely shed light on the catalytic requirements for ssDNA substrate recognition and deamination.
We are also learning that the DNA mutation activity of APOBEC enzymes is stringently controlled by cells through the formation of higher order complexes of protein and RNA, as well as through subcellular compartmentalization and turnover at the level of their mRNAs and protein. To address these mechanisms and importantly, to know the oncogenic potential of APOBEC proteins, we will need to understand if there is an RNA sequence or secondary structure specificity in APOBEC binding to RNA that determines functionalities such as viral particle inclusion, P body sequestration and inhibition of deaminase activity. Also significant are the unresolved questions concerning cis-and trans-acting factors influencing the selection of ssDNA sequences for deamination and the mechanism(s) for processivity of editing and hyper-editing by AID and A3 enzymes. Answers to these questions will undoubtedly go beyond our current understanding of lax nearest-neighbor nucleotide preferences and involve higher order enzyme complexes.
If AID was the first ssDNA-editing enzyme to evolve, did it evolve from a primordial RNA deaminase whose active site had lax substrate selectivity to acquire the ability to mutate ssDNA for adaptive immunity? It is not clear how this could happen while retaining the ability to bind RNA but losing the ability to edit RNA. This question is particularly puzzling given that A1 presumably arose from a gene duplication event and has both RNA and ssDNA deaminase activity. What was the selection pressure that drove the diversification of the APOBEC gene family? The co-evolution of the A3 gene expansion with the emergence of endogenous and exogenous retroviral elements is a plausible and intriguing hypothesis. RNA binding by A3 proteins functions to sequester retroviral elements and their deaminase activity suppresses reverse transcription, which may have selected for these proteins with both RNA and ssDNA binding capacities. It would strengthen this hypothesis if we knew whether the amino acid residues that bind to RNA and ssDNA are the same or different. In conclusion, although early work focused on APOBECs in RNA editing and currently, much of the research focuses on ssDNA editing, RNA binding to APOBEC remains a highly relevant and exciting area for future research on the catalytic mechanism, evolutionary biology, and current-day biomedical functional significance of this family of enzymes. 
